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THE DUNE SYSTEMS OF STRADBROKE ISLAND.
There are three dune systems on Stradbroke Island, disting­
uished both by position and height. The greatest is that forming 
the high lands of the island north of the Canaipa stockyards; the
second forms land of intermediate height south of Jumpinpin, and 
low
the third forms a/narrow coastal fringe ef-lew- along the north 
and east of the island, separated from the high dunes by coastal 
swamps, but contratingent on the intermediate dunes of the south 
island.
The High Dunes
The high dunes are developed on the northern 20 miles of the
Island, the-system-being The southern end is a wide angled V
about 12 0o, 1 .2  miles wide; from this part its eastern boundary
runs in a very shallow curve, for 20 miles, along a direction
stepped,
198° E of true N., to Pt. Lookout; its western boundary, is irregu-
*
lar, running for 9- miles nearly true N, and then suddenly cutting
SSE
in in a bight to the/east, so that the width is suddenly reduced
from 2.4 to 1.5 miles; then running nearly true N again for 10.5
miles; after a slight projection to the W at Dunwich (which may 
the
be due to an outcrop of Mesozoic sandstone rather than to the aand 
dune system), it runs 40° E of true N for 3 miles, and then again 
turns true N for 3*5 miles to Amity Point, where its northern 
boundary cuts away 35° to the S of E for 3.5 miles, then curv/^ing 
NNE to Rocky Point, whence there is 2 miles of projecting rocky
headlands and intervening sandy bays to Pt. Lookout. Thus the
(fw> L' J
general direction of the western boundary is N, in places stepped
over to hhe SSE. The general direction of the northern boundary
is SE, modified in the eastern parts by the resistant headlands
of Rocky Point to Pt. Lookout. There is a fringe of coastal swamps
round the boundaries; but from Canaipa Stockyards to Jumpinpin
flat
break there is a low sandy mudbank above H.W.M. carrying mangroves.
The dunes are all forested and thereby fixed, the only changes 
now taking place in them being those of ordinary sub-aerial erosion. 
The-ferest-earried-is-a-medified-euealyptT The trees are those of 
open forest type, chiefly eucalypt with some Bankslam and under­
growth in places. Soils?
Mxfl tfifi
I inch contour Staff (1923, 1925)
Prom the/maps prepared by the Australian section Imperial General 
/The dunes are,, long ridges with their axes ganerally along the 
seen to be
direction 10° E of SE, though individual dunes may vary 15° in eith©
longer
direction from this, and most of the/dunes swing eithe up to this 
amount somewhere in their course. They are thus not usually per­
fectly straight. The longest continuous ridge is about 5 miles.
The ridges vary in distance apart, usually between .3 and .9 miles,
although on the western part of the island the valleys may be 1.5
a.miles wide; such a wide vally is always divided near the eastern
boundary by one or more intermediate ridges usually with free
western edges. The valleys are usually closed on the west, where
the ridges tend to swing to the north to meet their neighbour on
the north, th s trending parallel to the west coast; but they are all
open on the east, where the ridges are very sharply truncated by
the coastal swamps. The ridges vary in height teetween-+§0 along
their crests; individual ridges may be no higher than 150 ft., but
most have a series of summits, which may teary in height between
150 and 714 ft. The distance between the summits on a/ ridge may
vary between .2 miles and 1 mile; there is no regular spacing.
In several cases it appears that the northern slope of a ridge is
slightly steeper than the southern; but in one or two cases the
floors
reverse was observed. The valleys/are symmetrically placed betweexi
closed parts
the ridges; they vary in height between 50 ft and 250 ft., and/ma/ 
be dry, or swampy, or contain fresh water lakes, irrespective of
their height above sea-level or the height of the surrounding ridges. 
The dunes ar*e sharply truncated on their eastern boundary, but 
on the wast they swing towards the north to give a certain degree 
of parallelism with the coastline.
Solid rook outcrops from below the high dunes at three places
The lowest member of the Brisbane Schist Series, the greenstones,
has a small outcrop bbout a mile north of Mt. Hutton; the Meso-
possibly Triassie
zoic sandstones are represented by an outcrop/at Dunwich, and the
rhy&litic
^Peritary volcanics by the/headlands of Pt. Lookout and-Re etc
The Intermediate Dunes.
The intermeidate dunes are the forested dunes of that part 
of Stradbroke Island cut off from the north by the break at Jumpin- 
pln in 189 • The forest is open, but contains more banksia than 
that of the high dunes. Their height is not shown on the 1 inch 
contour map prepared in 1926 by the Australian section Imperial 
3-eneral Staff, and this probably means that they nowhere Beach the 
50 ft. contour line. Theeiiir boundary to the east is a straight 
shallow curve 188° E of true N, against the low coastal dune ridge 
of type 3. Their western boundary is irregular, with mangrove 
flats in many places. Nothing is yet known of their dimensions 
or direction or composition. They may be transgressive over the 
western mangrove and mud flats. No solid rock outcrops are known 
beneath them.
The Low Coastal Ridge.
The entire east coast of Stradbroke is bordered by a low ridge
les3 than 50 ft. high and about .1 to .3 miles wide. In the island
below Jumpinpin it impinges on the intermediate dune system; on
the northern island, south of the high dune system, it is advancing
over the mangrove mud flats; and east of the high dune system
it has behind it the Eighteen Mile Swamp of fresh water. On the
south island it runs true N at first, and then gradually turns to
188° E of true N. On the north island it runs 194° E of true
elongately triangular
N, and this course causes to be found behind it the Eighteen Mile 
Swamp, which narrows to extinction or nearly so near Pt. Lookout.
It is difficult to percieve any order in the arrangement of summits 
in this long ridge, and-we cannot yet say whether it is a barchan 
system, a whaleback, a billowy sand sheet, or a modified seif sys­
tem. The sand grains of which it is composed are rounded or well 
rounded, some are sub-angular; 99$ approximately of the grains are 
quartz, and there seem to be three strains of these; the grains 
are more or less affected by yellow iron staining. About \% is 
felspar, and in the smaller grades, rutile, ilmenite, zircon and 
monazite have been observed. A trace of the grains are more than 
.4 mm in diameter; 21% is caught on the 0.23 mm mesh; 53$ is 
caught on the 0.19 mm mesh and 18$ on the 0.13 mm mesh. This is
*/W
the typical grade size for the seif sands of the Libya# desert. 
Erosion appears to be dominant on the seaward parts of the ridge, 
and good form and encroachment are noticeable on the western part3 . 
Sand binders are active in many parts, and Banksla is fairly fre­
quent .
The Source of the Sand.
The never-failing source of the sand blown by the wind to 
form the dunes of Stradbroke is the sand deposited by the waves of 
the Pacific Ocean on its shores. The grain composition of these 
sands has not yet been studied (excepting the heavy mineral con­
centrates) 5 but it is certain to have a fair percentage of angu­
lar pieces of animal skeletons, chiefly CaC0 3 , in addition to the 
high quartz and small felspar percentage.
On the western coast some of the sand ridges may contain 
contributions blown from the Bay shores.
The ROUndnesa of Dune Sand.
Sands carried along a beach under the combined influence of 
waves and shore currents undergo a selective sorting whereby the 
more angular grains are shifted more rapidly than the rounder ones 
(Ma&arthy. Amer J. Scl.. 1933, XXV, p.205). On the other hand, 
wind transports sand grains chiefly by saltation, and round grains 
on the average bounce higher than angular ones and a e therefore 
carried farther before falling back to the grouns; round grains 
show a strong tendency to move wth wind, whereas angular grains tend
to remain as lag grave1 st much of the superior roundnedd of eloia n 
sands is thus due to shape-sorting, some of course to aorasion.
It thus appears that wind and water act differently In the snape 
sorting of sand grains. (Mac Carthy and Huddle Amer J.J3cl. 1938
The Winds of C. Moreton.
The only station measuring wind directions and velocities 
on the Oceria coast opposite Moreton Bay is C. Moreton at the NE 
point of Moreton Island. The directions are read from a vane 
supposed to be set with N true, and the velocities are estimated 
on the Beaufort scale. There are anemometer readings for the 
winds at Brisbane, but these would be different from these affect­
ing the ocean shore-line. It is unfortunate that the readings we 
must use are only very approximate; for instance the readings for 
the octants are infrequent-eeaa nearly five times as numerous as 
those ofr the sextl decemi, and it is felt that some of this must 
be due to personal error. Readings are made at 9 a.m., 3 p.m. and
9 p.m.; so that the 24 hour cycle is incompletely sampled.
sand
In order to obtain some idea of the relative wind transport of
the winds, the number of readings over the/ period 1929-1933 were
summed for each intensity of each wind; those of Beaufort scale
intensity 1 were disregarded as being less than 13 m.p.h. and there
the
fore below the velocity required to start the movement of/sand of 
average diameter 0.2 mm.; the other summations were multiplied
* <*> /*■ fit,.
by the cubes of the wind velocities (this being the ratio of sand
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transport to velocity), and the results divided by 2 19 7 (the cube
of the jstind velocity of winds of intensity 2 on the Beaufort scale)
to give more manageable figures. The following figures then
represent the relative sand transport over 1929-33 of the 16 winds.
WHW 36- SE 5016
NW--669- ESE 2001
E 1332 
N 934 
NW 669 
NE 637 
SW 425 
S 403 
SSE 357 
NNW 217 
ENE 189 
W 166 
NNE 125 
WSW 89 
SSW 84 
WNW 26
If we neglect winds of intensity 2 as being possible not strong 
enough to move wet sand grains and use winds of intensity 3 (18 m. 
p.h.) and over only, the six strongest winds retain their order; 
but the SSE becomes slightly more important than the S, which is 
more important than the SW; and the SSW wind becomes more import 
ant than the WSW. But these changes are negligible.
Thus if we can rely on the C. Moreton wind estimations, the
SE wind transports twfoce as much sand as any other; the ESE is 
next in importance, and the E third. These three together trans­
port twice as much as all the others put together. It is no­
ticeable that it C.Moreton the SE is not only the prevailing but 
also the dominant wind; the only winds of intensity 8, 9, and
11 blew from this quarter.
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WINDS AND SEAS AT THE PILE LIGHT, 1935-193$ 
(winds in type, seas in ink).
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Relation between Prevailing and Dominant and Sand transporting Wind 
to the Direction of the Sand Ridges.
It is remarkable that while the direction of the high dune 
ridges is in general 10° S of SE (according to the Military Map, 
with B true), the direction of the prevailing and dominant nad 
chief sandtransporting wind is SE, and is thus neither in the 
dune direction nor transverse to it. Formerly it has been believed 
that dunes were either parallel to the prevailing wind (seif $unes) 
of transverse to it (barchan dimes). There are thus three possibil 
ities (1) The high dunes represent a new class, with a direction 
of 10° from the prevailing and dominant wind. (2) The directions 
given by the 0. Moreton observing station are 10° to far to the
E. (3) The contouring of Stradbroke I. is wrong.
The deviation in Moreton Bay is usually taken as 9° E, but un­
less the G. Moreton wind vanes, while correctly set at true N, are 
wDongly assumed magnetic north, and "corrections" made before the 
readings are sent in, it is difficult to account for the discord­
ance by deviational reasons.
It might be argued that the high dunes are fossil dunes formed 
when the chief sand-transporting wind was 10° further south than 
it is now; but in view of the fixed rotation of the earth and 
the presumed stability in relation between the Pacific and this 
part of the coast of Austrilia, this argument seems very far-fetched 
(2) and (3) require further investigation before (1) can be accept 
ed as the most likely hy assumption.
rIt is also notable that the low coastal dune ridge system is 
a very narrow ridge which runs at 40-60° to the c M e f  sand-trans­
porting wind on the east coast; on the north coast it is 10°.
It seems that these ridges owe thefcr direction to some agency other 
than wind.
t
DESERT SAND FORMS.
THE Sand Forms of the Libyan Desert.
The greatest authority on the interactions of wind and sand is
Major R.A.Bagnold, and the following is from his account of the
G7. LjOfJS1|
sand forms found in the Libyan Desert. Theri relation to the 
prevailing wind is given in each case. There are four chief forms 
Sand-drifts or sand-shadows; Dunes; Whalebacks or Undulations; and 
Sand-sheets.
Sand-drifts are deposited from «4nd laden winds in the lee of 
an obstruction. The size is limited by the size and shape of the 
turbulent space behind the obstruction. The drift has no separate 
existence, if the rock is removed the drift disappears. It is 
a rounded ridge, decreasing in height along its length away from the 
obstruction, its length being roughly in the direction of the wind. 
If the widd veers, the drift tends to veer with it, and the ridge 
veers faster than the base, giving a collapsing front on the more 
sheltered side, and the ridge becomes a sinuous knife edge.
Note:- 33° with the horizontal is the steepness of the collapsing 
front for practically allkinds of sand.
Dunes are mobile heaps of sand whose existence is independent 
of either ground form or fixed wind obstruction. They appear to 
retain their shape and identity indefinitely. Contrarty bo common 
notions, there is no evolutionary connection between a sand ripple 
and a dune. The former is never more than a few inches in size 
and is merely a surface phenomenon, whereas it is doubtful if the 
latter is ever smaller than 20 ft. across. There appears to be n o 
upper limit to the size of a dune.
A dime is the smallest unit showing the type form, of which 
there are two, barchan and seif. Dunes usually occur one in 
front of the other in a dune-line or dune-range, and these dune 
ranges usually run parallel to others of their kind, forming a 
dune-belt or dune-field. Each dune unit has asingle summit and 
a collapsing front.
The individual SEIF dune has a form very like that of a sand 
drift. Its axis lies in the direction of the prevailing wind, and 
its long crest is a knife edge ridge, one side of which is rounded 
and the other falls abruptly s a collapsing front, in a direction 
at right angles to the line of the dime and the prevailing wind.
The side on which the front temporarily occurs depends on the side 
to which the wind has temporarily veered out of its prevailing 
direction. A seif seldom occurs alone. Usually they grow end to 
end down-wind to form a dune range, all of exactly the same size 
and separated by the same Interval between their summits. The in­
terval varies with different ranges and may be from 60 to 600 ft. 
The range of seif dunes has one continuous ridge connecting the 
whole chain of summits and this is its main distinguishing charact- 
efcistic. Although the ridge may wind in curves between one summit 
and the next, the line of summits runs amazingly straight. It is 
common for a single line to run unbroken for 40 miles or more with­
out deviating more than 1 or 2° from the axis joining its hdad and 
tail. Summits over 300 ft. above the base have beeen measured.
The line appears to grow by the formation of dditional dunes at its 
^.eeward end, but we know little about thiSj or the rate of advance 
Usually several seif ranges run parallel, forming a dune belt,
each line being separated from its neighbour by a constant distance 
so that the landscape consists of a series of uniform parallel 
corridors. The distance between ranges varies in different areas, 
and may be anything from 40Q yards to 5 miles. The floor of the 
corridor may consist of solid ground, either rock or shingle, or 
of undulating accumulations of sand.
The individual BARCHAN dune is a crescentic dome with the 
hollow side a collapsing front, this facing directly downwind in­
stead of sideways as in the seif. Barchans also congregate, but 
owing to their transverse nature, no continuous straight ridge is 
possible and a barchan range will be broad and ragged. The dunes 
are usually en echelon, sometimes eo close together that the summits 
merge, the individuals being distinguishable only by their creseent- 
ic collapsing fronts. The dune line strtches downwind, like the 
seif dune line. It is close packed at the tail or windward edd, 
but the individuals being equal and evenly spaced, but the spacing 
decreases downwind till the individulas separate altogether. The 
size of the separated individuals is 40 to 70 ft high and 100 to 
400 yards wide between the horns of the crescent. The interval 
between dunes may be several miles. Sometimes a little dune 20 ft 
or so wide is found a few hundred yards to leeward of one of the 
horns of a big dune, as if reproduction was taking place. It 
tenaciously retains its shape even when confronted by formidable 
obstacles, like villages or nocks or boulders.
TRANSFORMATIONS are knowngi snad-drifts may give rise to seif 
like lines, but these always remain small; barchans may occur at 
the leeward end of a seif-line; sand drifts, may have seif lines
replacing to leeward by barchand; barchans may continue down 
wind or fade away into mounds and vague undulations. Ho single 
case has ever been seen in the reverse directin of barchan into 
self.
EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN THE SURFACE OF THE LANQ on the dunes.
Up gradient causes a check and a consequent thickening and complica 
tion of the long seif dunes ranges. Broken country will check 
dunes only if the growth is weak and the breaks are severe.
DUNE MAP OF THE LIBYAN DESERT. The whole of the north-western 
part of the desert contains only seif dunes; the smaller SE part 
is reserved for barchans. The boundary does not coincide with any 
known geological or orographical divid&on but Bagnold (1939, Geogr.
J.XCIII, p.311) has been able to obtain several lines of evidence 
as yet unpublished pointing to the conditions determining which 
type will develop in a given spot. All the dune lines conform in 
direct! n to a single uninterrupted clockwise rotation about a cen­
tre near Kufara. The dune direction at any point on the map is pre­
sumably that of the prevailing wind also. True dunes appear to 
terminate about 100 miles before reaching areas where the rainfall 
is frequent enough to support grassy vegetation on the sand.
Whalebacks. and Undulations or Billows
A WHAT.BRACK is a flat-topped ridge of sand anything up to 100 
miles in length, of the order of half a mile wide,and up to 100 ft 
high. Like the seif-dime range, it runs peculiarly straight through 
out its length, but collapsing fronts are absent. The greater 
whale-backs are confined to hte Sand Sea, of the northern portion 
of which they form the basic structure, the seif lines here being
UNDULATIONS are similar formations, but are shorter and there­
fore less efinite in shape. They form the billowy surfaces between 
the whalebacks and seif ranges in the Sand Sea and in the big dune 
field. Though so short that their general direction is ofen diffi­
cult to trace, they have a very uniform repetition distance of the 
order of 200 yards. May coevr a very great area.
Both whalebacks and undulation appear to be non-mobile.
Sand-sheets.
These are characterised by their extreme flatness and by the 
almost entire absence of any feature upon their surface, other than 
a fine ripple. The largest yet found covers 20,000 sq. miles.©f
Urit-waves.
These are very small, like giant ripples. G-rit or pebbles
'V
too massive for carrying by th wind is essential for their forma­
tion. The coarsest of the grit is collected along the crest; they 
have a steep downwind front and a gentle reverse slope. They aary 
from a few inches in height to a bout 2 ft. They are usually very 
firm and unyielding.
The edge of a dune field is usually oblique to the dune-lines; 
and in at least one case it was marked by a great whaleback ridge, 
which presumably was neither transverse nor parallel to the prevail­
ing wind.
Successive enllapsing fronts give encroachment sand, soft and 
water carrying; wind accretion sand is hard and dry. The inclina 
tlon of the former is greater than the latter. (Bagnold, Nature, 
1931, p.403)
COASTAL DUNES
I nave been unable to find a description of coastal dune.
forms which compares in clarity with Bagnold's descriptions of
desert forms in the Libyan desert. Perhaps this is because %ke -of 
there is less uniformity of form in coastal dunes, due to
(1) the linear nature of the source; in the desert the whole
land surface is probably to be regarded as the source; but along 
the coast the source is the shore and the dunes or sand billows 
already formed.
(2) the coastal rainfall, which net only increases the coherency 
of the sand, but causes
(3) the sand binding or fixing vegetation.
these three reasons combining to defeat uniformity in pattern. 
Another argument that has bfeen used is that wind conditions are 
more variable on a coast line than in a desert, but this does not 
appear to apoly to the east coast of Australia, which are subject 
to the trade winds. Indeed Moreton Bay has the SE wind as prevail­
ing and dominant wind and chief sand transporter.
The following dunes are mentioned in a paper on the Culbin 
coastal sands (Steers, G-eogr. J ., 1937, XC, p.502)
"major" dunes, relatively isolated masses, typically oval 
susally with more than one summit, up to 90 ft. high, with a 
whaleback cross section, little dunes climbing up one 3ide, and 
stepped falls down the other. Elongation roughly transverse to 
prevailing winds. Its form often resembles that of a barchan.
Ordinary fore dunes running roughly parallel to the coast, 
but sometimes rather obliquely to it. They are much less regular 
in form and are cut into hollows. Isolated peaks may reach 60 ft
Parabolic dunes like a barchan turned inside out, theconcave 
side facing the wind, and the collapsing front on the convex leeward 
side. Thought to be elaborate blow outs after the lower arms of 
a barchan like form have been fixed by vegetation. Generally some 
what irregular.
Sand drifts occur.
Obviously there is a need for a clear analysis of coastal 
wind- accumulated sand forsm, and the Stradbroke forms might serve 
as well as any to supply the terminology. Erosion seems to act 
on the dunes already formed and partly fixed by vegetation, and in 
many cases the supply of sand from the ocean is not quick enough 
to make good the definiency of the dunes nearest the shore. Pre­
sumably gently winds would tend to fill up eroded patches edging 
the shore, while strong winds would serve to erode them further.
RELATION BETWEEN GRAIN SIZE AND DUNE FORM.
Bagnold (1937, Geogr. J., XG, p.524) aays the size-grading 
and its changes during sand movement seems to obey certain very 
simple rules, and in some respects the type of dunes seems to be 
connected with the grading of the grains. Those convex or parabolic 
dunes appear to be typical of river and sea sand in which the range 
of grain size is very narrow. One does not get that in deserts, 
where there is much wider range of grain size.
THE EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS BETWEEN THE SHAPE SIZE AND 
REPETITION DISTANCES OF THE DESERT SAND DUNE SYSTEMS 
and THE SAND DRIVING AND SAND DEPOSITING WIND.
Major Bagnold (1935, Geogr. J., LXXXV, p.342) points out that 
we know nothing about these, and that before we can approach them 
we nedd to know the mechanism of the interaction of the wind with 
the individual flying sand grains.
THE MOVEMENT OP SAND BY WIND
Sand is the material moved along near the surface of the ground 
not the fine dust which sweeps high in the turbulence of the clouds. 
Its grain size is between 2 mm and 0.02 mm. The vast majority of 
grains have diameters between 0.8 and 0.08 mm.
Major Bagnold (Q-eogr. J., 1935, LXXXV, p.34-4) has argued that 
the old turbulence theory is not a sufficient explanation for the 
carrying by a wind of sand particles, though sufficient for dust 
particles. He shows that sand grains react in an air-stream like 
spheres with a diameter of about 0.75 that of the mean diameter of 
the sand particles. Spheres in still air fall with an acceleration 
due to gravity until the wind resistance equals the foree of grav­
ity, whereafter the velocity of fall remains constant. To retain 
a sphere afloat, there must be an upward current of air with a 
velocity equal to or greater than this terminal velocity of the 
sphere. He states that the terminal velocity of an average grain 
of sand of mead diameter 1 mm is 15| m.p.h., and he considers it 
unlikely that such strong upward currents exist in sand moving 
winds in the 5 ft or so from the ground surface, which is the 
position of the sand particle cloud observed in deserts, where 
grain size of the particles in air was between 0.1 and 0.3 mm.
This cloud has an upper surface that is roughly parallel to the 
ground, and is not plumed like dust clouds.
He deduces, and afterwards proved by experiment in a wind 
tunnel (by photographing the path of the grains among other ways) 
and in the desert), that the grains of the sand cloud move by 
bounce, splash and shove-hapenny-creep, rather than eddies.
In a wind above the threshold velocity for the size of a grain
the grain is lifted off the ground by the upward suction of the air
at the ground level surface of discontinuity; while they are in
approaching that of the wind
the air a horizontal or nearly horizontal velocity/is imparted to 
them by the wind. With this velocity they strike the nearest hard 
object such as a larger sand grain or pebble, and are deflected 
upwards, rising to any height up to a maximum determined by the 
wind velocity and by their size. Once inthe dir they are exposed 
to the wind, which drives them in long, flat trajectories whose 
maximum range again depends on the strength of the wind only, and 
the grain size. They reach the ground again at a flat angle (in­
creasing in steepness with the size of the grain],• On reaching 
the ground they may strike another hard object and bounce off once 
more, or they may disturb similar grains at rest on the ground, 
causing some of them to splash up a short distance into the air, 
and in their turn to be driven down wind to strike other hard ob­
jects. Large grains in the sand too heavy to be actually lifted 
by the wind, may be pushed downwind by the impact of numerous small 
er ones, so that a surface creep is instituted.
He deduces that whenever a sand cloud comes to a patch of 
surface composed of grains of the same size as, or smaller than, 
those inthe cloud, a proportion of the sand inthe cloud must be 
deposited, owing to the limited motive power available in the form 
of large grains to form saltative platforms. This seems to him 
tosupply a possible explanation of the fundamental phenomenon of
dune f o rmat i on
His theory thus is that sand grains above the ground are not 
in general held in suspecsion of the air any more than is a thrown 
cricket ball, but derive their height fey from the upward reaction 
of the ground during a previous impact with it.
Later Bagnold studied the velocity of the wind near the ground 
surface; with Prandtl he found (G-eogr. J. 1937, LXXXIX, p.411) that 
this increased from 0 at some point in the grass roots, very rapidly 
at first, and more slowly as the height of measurement is reached.
The presence of/surface irregularities (say of sand size) causes 
eddies near the surface, and the wind velocity relation to height is 
varied slightly. Prandtl's equation, giving velocity of wind v at 
the height z above the surface, is
where /f is the surface drag, <f* thedensity of the fluid, and k is 1/30 
of the size of the surface Irregularity, i.e. of the diameter of the 
sand grain. Velocity 0 is at the height k, i.e. 0.015 cm., when 
the surface irregularity is a small pebble 0.45 cm. The inherent 
velocity of the wind independent of the height of measurement and
When these surface irregularities become mobile, that is when
sand movement, and we get a new equation for the velocity distribu­
tion of the wind with height
vz = 5.75 V(3)log?i Vt .
where V® is a new drag velocity due to fee new surface drag, k' is
a much greater height, of the order of the amplitude of the surface
threshold
ripples, and V-fcis the surfaee velocity , as measured at the height 
k', at which the sand movement once started just maintains itself.
immobile
of the surface roughness is V^. which
sand begins to flow, there is a new surface drag sf caused by the
By incorporating hia theory of the paths of the sand grains 
in the sand cloud and the sand flow, Bagnold obtained the following 
equation for the mass flow of sand q
where G is an experimental constant ranging from 1.5 for a uniform 
sand of grain diameter d, to 2.8 for a sand of a very wide range of 
grain size but having the same mean diameter d, and D is a standard 
grain diameter 0.025 cm. used for comparison because ift is found 
near the tops of most desert dunes.
Experimentally in the wind tunnel thi measured values of the 
drag velocity were obtained from velocity readings up to a height 
of ony 5 in. above the surface; the results could only be used to 
predict real conditions in the open air provided the basic assumption 
is valid, that the movement of sand, as distinct from dust, is a 
purely surface phenomenon unaffected by circulatory currents with 
in the airstream to any appreciable extent. That Basnolds actual
measurements ampl in the open air amply confi.m^ 
theory the obligation of acceptance. He has given a curve for 
the rate of flow of sand for varying wind velocities measured 
at 1 metre above the surface.
His mathematical treatment may eventually make it possible to 
know the time dunes have taken to form.
He has also shown that the surface creep is one quarter the
total sand flow
Applications of Bagnold’s Experiments to Dunes and Ripples,,
It seems that (Bagnold, 1937, Greogr. J., LXXXIX, p.418) ,
fluctuations can occur in the sand movement which give rise to
alternate removal and deposition, owing to a time lag
between changes in the rate of sand flow and resulting changes in
the wind velocity; the "wave-Length"appears to be partly determined
by the size gradations of the sands, and is of the same order as
the repetition distances between successive crests of a dune line,
approximates
and the minimum experimental length eerrespends to the minimum 
sixe of dunes found in nature.
Sand surfaces with pebbles act as a receiving depot for sand 
during gentle winds, provided they have been rather deeply denuded 
first, and but the deposition is removed by stronger winds. Alsp 
sand flow over pebbles is nearly double that over sand, because 
of the great saltations, if the sand is of uniform grade.
He gives a treatment of the possible origin of a dtae parallel 
to the prevailing wind, but oblique to the gale wind, in a pebble 
covered area. This however would not work for Moreton Bay, where 
the gale winds are predominantly from the prevailing wind direction.
He also gives an explanation of the "giant ripples" as residue 
ridges of large grains, concentrated by removal of smalls, and 
by pushing, their wave length increasing with time.
True sand ripples. A nearly uniform sand becomes rippled 
directly the wind is raised above the threshold value necessary to 
maintain the sand motions. As the wind increases does the 
wave length of the ripples, till, at a certain wind gradient, the 
ripples flatten out and disappear. If the wind is constant, they 
retaintheir wave length and shpe whether the surface is being
lowered or raised. The larger grains are found at the crests.
The wave-length of the ripple may be dependent on the characteris-
Calcaulations
tic grain path, that is the mean path of the saltation. MSMSure- 
wente showed that the range down wind of the characteristic grain 
fromthe beginning to the end of its path was the same as the wave 
length of the ripple. With a sand mixture the wave length of the 
ripple is longer for the same wind, than with a uniform sand. He 
regards the ripples as a series of accumulations of surface grains 
resulting from the small-scale fluctuations in the rate of surface 
creep -- a sort of concertina effect brought about by local varia­
tions in the intensity of the impelling bombardment. Such variat
ions would arise from variations in the angle of impact, due to the
ing
undulating surface, causing more bombardment grains to issue from 
one point than from another. They would affect the surface and 
characteristic range down-wind and would cause further undulations 
in the surface (p.432). It may be t at small scale ripples are the 
result of fluctuations in the rate of surface creep= and large 
scale dunes of fluctuations in the rate of th saltation sand flow 
overhead. In a stream of water, at low speeds, surface creep 
appears to be absent, owing no doubt to the relatively feeble imp 
acts of the grains in saltation. Hence the true undulating ripple 
does not form. The ripples are of the steep-faced type, and their 
wave length is probably fixed controlled by the fixed eddy if-and 
in the lee of the steep slope face. In air on the other hand, the 
eddy of and when it occurs has little or no effect on the motion 
of the grains.
No ripples occur when the wind is high with a velocity gradiert 
above a certain critical value, and in the sedimentation sand depost
TYPES OF PARTICLE DEPOSITION BY WIND.
Particles are carried in suspension, by saltation, and 
by surface creep. Those insuspension are too small for sand. 
Accretion; when the surface is fait, if the velocity gradient 
is reduced, or if the type of surface changes so that the particle 
flow is reduced, particles are deposited, because saltation and 
surface creep sease. Gives ’’firm" sand.
Encroachemnt. 2hen the surface has a sudd n drop, e.g. lee side of 
dune, the aaltating particles continue to beyond the drop, but the 
surface creep particles drop into the stagnant zone, where they pile 
up until their weight causes an avalanche. The particles have 
a high percentage of large grains, and the resulatant sand remains
"soft."
Sedimentation. In lees there may be areas where wind velocity 
gives the bouncing particles no forward velocity, and there is 
no surface creep. Ripples disappear, and the sand grains build 
uo the surface evenly. Gives sand of intermediate hardness.
LOESS
Bagnold (1937, G-eogr. J.LXXXIX, p.4-38) experimented with very 
fine sand. He found that the threshold wind necessary to move sand 
grains falls with decreasing grain size to a minimum value for 
grains of .1 mm diameter. Forstlll smaller grains it rises again, 
till, for a very fine powder such as Portland cement, no available 
experimental wind was strong enough to move the grains when the 
powder was spread out as a loose flat surface. It is suggested 
that the grain size corresponding to the minimum threshold wind m 
marks the dividing line between sand and loess. With deposits of 
sand of mean grain size between 0.015 and 0.005 cm do not appear to 
occur in nature. The behaviour of such sands in air under artific­
ial conditions suggests that th as the grain size is decreased the 
movement of the particles approaches more closely that of sands of 
larger size in a stream of water. Experiments with fine grains 
in air might therefore provide an easy method of studying the diffi­
cult problem of the carriage of silts of rivers.
ATTRIBUTES OP WINDS IN RELATION TO SAND TRANSPORT.
The amount of sand transported by a wind varies as the cube 
of the wind 3peed.(Bagnold, sub)
For any given sand size there is a critical velocity below 
which wind will not move sand, and another, usually lower, below 
which sand will not be kept in motion (Bagnold, G-eogr. J. 1937, 
EXXXIX, p. 408)
Each wind has a velocity gradient, increasing from 0 .among 
the grass roots, the gradient -steeperiing with the intensity of wind 
(Idem)
below 200 metres from the earths-srface,
All winds are gusty/ that is, velocity is an average of
higher and lower velocities, succeeding one another at intervals
of the order of one second; and direction is an average of
widely varying directions; these characters appear to depend ofl
surface irregularities ( Humphreys,W.J., 1929, Physics of the Air
2nd Edit., xii 654 pp.) McG-raw-Hill Book Go., New York, p.120)
The maximum wind velocity occurs at about 500 metres.
Taylor's theory of eddy motion in the atmosphere ("Phenomena
connected y/ith Turbulence in the Lower Atmosphere, Pro. Roy. Soc.
(A), XCIV, p.137, 1918) quoted by Napier Shaw (1919, Manual of
Meteorology, vol IV, Pt.4, p.7, Cambridge University Press, xvi
/cy A*, 5^^=.
166 pp.,) -shews--that the variation of te wind with height varies 
with- depends upon the locality and the nature of the surroundings: 
it is different for sea and for land, for a town and for the open 
country etc. it also depends upon the undisturbed velocity of the
wind in the upper air, upon the surface temperature of the ground,
At.,
and hence upon the time of day and the season of the air. The 
reference used is the velocity in the upper air.
THE COASTAL SWAMPS OP STRADBROKE ISLAND
The moat striking swamp ibs the Eighteen Mile, a long triangu­
lar swamp of fresh water Between the thin coastal dune ridge runn­
ing for 20 miles 194-° E oftrue N from Pt. Lookout, and the trunca­
ted edges of the high forested dunes, the line of truncation and 
the western boundary of the swamp running at 198° E of true N from 
Pt. Lookout?, the width of the triangle at the base, where the 
swamp pours into Swan Bay, being 1.7 miles. In most places the 
swamp is too deep for crossing on foot.
Along the northern coast of Stradbroke there is another coast­
al fresh-water swamp, about half a mile wide, behind the rather 
wide belt of low fore-dunes, and outside the high forested dunes.
Along the west coastal swamps occur, but they are t united 
iate-a-eentiaueus belt.is less regular; they are fresh-water in 
places, and the map shows no regular belt of fore-dunes along the
The most likely cause of the swamps seems to me a relative 
emergence of the land of the order of 50-100 ft. Shore-lines 
should be sought for around the Bay between the 50 and 100 ft. 
coutours; probably they would not be found on the sand-hill 
coasts, as ocean beaches on sandy coast3 are not very distinctive 
today; but they should be visible above the present rocky head­
lands like Pt. Lookout
Bay shore.
Origin of the Swar
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THE OCEAN COASTLINE CURVES OF SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND.
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A study of the ocean coast of southern Queensland shows a 
remarkable repetition of long, curving sandy shores, stretching 
between projecting headlands of hard rock. In all cases the
curve has a longer norther portion, faeing whose axis of average
C\ M .€  £
curvature faces approximately due $, and a southern part, about 
one-third as long, Whose axis of average curvature faces approx­
imately NE. At the junction of these two^ajprts of the curve, 
there is nearly always a break in the coastline for the issuance 
of a river, somtimes the river has run parallel to the coast for 
some distance northwards, in order to open at the junction of the 
two component curves. It seems then that this point represents
the point of greatest weakness in the coastline, either where
( fC l  e r f  ttU J‘ j
erosive power is greatest,, or where building up power is least. 
The -Latter seems the more likely., £e-r~ the
The wave directions observd at C. Moreton during 1929 and
1930 show that fefe»e-thaH-half-ef-the seas were
slight moderate rather rough rough high
N 3
NE 22 6 6 1
E 374 102 22 ?1
SlS 1
6 ?1SE 89 31 2
Thus only the E and SE seas are important; the E are nearly 4 
times as important as the SE for slight, moderate and ratherv rough 
seas, but rough and high seas, while rare, come from the SE and 
to a less extent from the NE. Thus the great erosive •storms might 
well be the SE or NE, but the general activity is probably building 
up from the E. The seas depart from the E only under the influence 
of local gales or hurricanes. ^  §E tt>v- oU-JJ
€r\J, ^  tKT
ASSUMED RELATIONS OF THE THREE DUNE SYSTEMS OF STRADBROKE ISLAND
It is assumed that the high, forested dunes are the oldest; 
that the intermediate dunes fail to reach this height because 
the Southport nd Jumpinpin breaks through the Island were con- 
tinuously represented by breaks which travelled up and-dewn-from 
Southport to Canaipa stockyard during the formation of the high 
dunes, so that the dunes forming on Stradbroke I South never had 
a ch'rice to attain the height of the high dunes. Further, the 
moat recent movement of the Bay has been one of uplift, causing 
the low coastal dune ridge to be formed outside the coastal 
swapps. These explanations hewever-are-by-He-mea appear to be 
sufficient; there is however no evidence that fossil shore lines 
formed at the previously lewep-se higher sea-level occur on the 1 
island or mainland, and until these are found the amount of the 
uplift and even &ts actual occurrence must remain a speculation.
CORAL REEFS OF MORETON BAY.
or surrounded by
The following islands are based on/reef flats most of whose
Green I .,
dead parts are above Low Water Mark:- Mud I., St. Helena,/King 
I; Peel I, Bird and Goat Is. Of these only Green and King Islands 
show no trace of solid rock, to give a core to the reefs. The foil 
owing parts of the mainland coast show fringing reefs, with exten­
sive dead parts out of water at Low Water:- Wellington Point, Cleve­
land Point. The following part of Stradbroke I. coast shows a 
fringing reef with extensive dead part out of water at Low Water; 
Myora to about two miles below Dunwich. All tof these reefs are 
growing below Low Water Mark; theae-round some have flourishing 
growth only beiwilcv one fathom below L.W.M. , e.g. St. Helena, Green, 
King, Wellington Point, Cleveland Point, Myora and Dunwich. The^ 
others have flourishing grwwth also in water in which one can wade 
at low water. The fauna of these reefs is the subject of a separ 
ate chapter.
The height of the reef flat in relation to L.W.M. is of great 
interest; it rises from about 5 ft below L.W.M. to L.W.M. quite 
gradually, and usually then very gradually to about 3 ft or 3 ft.
6 ins. above L. AM., where beaches may lie upon it. The question 
to be decided is wheter this 0 - 3 ft part of the reef reaehed 
owes its position to uplift of a grwoing feef-top, or to the
n
plana&lon of the partly cemented upcasts of wave /aation oi)/a reef 
top. The latter seems the more probable on Peel, and the former 
on Goat. Yet the two proabably had the same origin.
SAND-GAYS ON REEFS AND THEIR ORIENTATION
j - v U
On the coral reefs of Moreton Bay sand-accumulations take
on one of three forms, all representing possible beach accumulations
Ik
The boat shpe, elongate, bcoad centrally and pointed at each end, 
is found in King I., fcJae-n G-reen Island north, ?Mud I., in one 
place off the Horseshoe Bay on Peel I., and G-oat I. The crescentic 
form is adopted by Bird I ., and by the low sand accumulations at the 
end of the NW spits of G-reen and Peel Is. The ribbon form is seen 
in the thin wispy accumulations on the NW and N spits of Peel I., 
and between Bird and G-oat Is . The irregular accumulations of 
the G-reen Island South nd G-reen Island Hast are probably prevented
from attaining an equilibrium form like the others by the mangroves.
- ■/- A' Ay
The boat shape/is best studied in its relation to the direction
of the shelf on which it lies, and the prevailing and storm winds
and tides. King I. is elongated 6° W of true N. It ia connected
to Wellington Point by a ribbon of sand stretching SE approx (130°)
and has a ribbon like spit running almost true N from it (2°) , bo$sh
King
ribbons being awash at high tide. The boat of G-reen I is nearer to
the western edge of the Wellington Point-King I reef-flat than to
the eastern, and nearer to the northern edge than to Wellington Pt.
It has undergone considerable erosion in the last thirty years.
Its position, like that of the two ribbons, is probably determined
by the prevailing and dominant SE wind /and by the tides in
compared
Waterloo Bay being small eeneemed with those to the east of the reef
The reef of G-reen Island is like a right angled triangle,
f>V; t,° 
Jb & K  j  * «
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the hypotenuse running a little S of SE, and the shortefftside a 
little S of E. The boat cay is in the NW corner, aearer-te-the 
and runs 25° S of true E, being half a mile long and about 300 yds 
at tis widest part. The mechanics of its formation on the reef 
flat by the interaction of wind-waves and tides is not worked out.
There are two small bat cays at the landward end of the ribbon 
of sand stretching in a wide curve out to the NW beacon of Peel I. 
The landward cyy is just above but the outer is awash at
high water. They are directed the outer at -&3° E of true N, and the
j U ’
inner at -86° E of true N; the general direction of the ribbon
M V
after leaving the outer end of the outer boat cay is -©3-° for the
W
first 400 yards, and then it runs about-6-3° E of true N. Thus at
the time the observations were taken, it was arched like a bow, the
curve projecting to the N. After a storm, however, the run of the
ribbon changed, though its ends appeared to be fixed. At the outer
end there is a crescentic bank of sand, the chord of the crescent
running 145° E of true N. The chord of the crescent on G-reen I Norh
ran . The ribbon out to the N Beacon on Peel runs a few 0 E of
true N, and has its curvature projecting to the E, in 3 curves.
The Mud I. boat cay may belong to a different system, as Dr. Bryan
G-oat
reports it as a red earth residual. The S-rees. I. boat cay runs 
5° E of true N., in its northern part, but this is joined to a 
southern thinner part running 9° E of true N by a small section 
directed at 52° E of N. This cay is united to the crescentic cay 
of Bird I. to the N by a ribbon of sand running roughly N, though 
displaced a little to the W in the southern part, and to the E in 
the northern. The Oyster Patch near Bird I. is inited to the
S end of Bird by a shorter ribbon of sand, running roughly SSE. 
The crescent of Bird I has two horns at its southern end, and 
the chords between the E horn and these two horns are 246° and 
235° E of true N respectively. The crescentic cay banks up 
the northern edge of the Bird-G-oat reef-flat, and falls steeply 
into the deep water of the Rainbow Channel. The equilibrium cond 
itions between wind waves add tides which it represents are not 
worked out, owing to absence of data on the tidal currents.
GRASSED, SANDY MUD ISLANDS JUST ABOVE H.W.M.
In the Bay behind Jumpinpin and in the Broadwater down to 
Southport, there are many islands which are sandy mud flats just 
above high water; frequently they are fringed by mangroves, and 
may have in their central parts a Banks ia-Eucalyjbt assemblage; 
most ofthe flat however lias tussocky reeds or grass. The coast 
of the islands is usually a very small cliff, the dark sandy mud, 
pierced by rootholes and crabholes, falling away vertically under 
the action of the water, giving the impression that the islands 
are probably decreasing in area. Specimens collected from these 
vdry small cliffs, when macerated consist half of sand and half of 
very fine mud which is probably mostly humus. It is impossible to 
know whether thesand content was original, or has been washed into 
the deposit by the waves, down the crab and root holes. There is 
no evidence that the islands once formed a continuous marine strat­
um, and the most favoured assumption is that they have formed by 
the deposition by the tides of sand-babks in the Bay nd channels 
, the colonising of these sandbanks when sufficiently shallow by 
mangroves, and theur building up to just above high water mark by 
the addition of humus from the decay of the mangroves, and the s
sweeping in of sand into the mangrove swamps by the waves.
. .......... . ■. -.......•—..-..—.' '
Such islands are Stradbroefc North island, south of the Canaipa 
Stickyard high dune; Stingaree Island; most of Cobby Cobby I; 
Mosquito X; Short I; Tabby Tabby I; Eden I; Crusoe I; Tuleen I; 
probably most of Woogoompah I and Kangaroo I ., Rat I . and Crab I ; 
and possibly mush of the low coastal land round Southport.
Some of the isoands have low sand dunes where they face the
Ocean, e.g. Crusoe I; most of them have parts where building 
out occurs rather than erosion; that is, where there is a fringe 
of mangrove swamp extending out? into the Bay waters. Some of 
them show very small and low traces of sandy beaches, 3mall 
because .the waters are not wide enough to allow the wind to whip 
the waves up to any height.
Some of the mud may be terrestrial, brought down by the 
rivers pouring into the southern part of the bay; indeed some 
of the islands may originally have formed part of the deltas of 
these rivers. Chemical analyses are advisable, preferably by the 
Government analyst.
THE TRANSPORT OP SAND BY WATER
A diagram of Hjulstrom quoted by Rubey (W.W. 1938, The Force
reguired to mo«e particles on a stream bed, U.S.G.S. Prof. Pap.
189E, p.133) shows that there is a limiting velocity below which
transport i e. below which sedimentation occurs
water will not *eve particles of any particular diameter,/ and
another higher limiting velocity which must be reached before the
particle can be set in motion; there is a zone of velocities
between these two in which transport continues once initiated.
The relation ed? the zones of sedimentation, transportation and
erosion are very rnuchthose shown by Bagnold for sand in air,
except that smaller velocities are required to move a particle
of any diameter. Like the curve bounding the area of erosion
for sand in air, that for sand in water has a turning point,
where vel particles both smaller and greater in size require
greater velocities to be moved. For sand in water this
particle size is about 0.25 mm; f&r sand in air the particle
size is . it as also apparent from this paper that there is
a velocity gradient in flowing water just as there is in a wind;
and it appears that the same type of force will start movement
in air as in water. Thus it might be pressure differences on 
caused by velocity gradient/
the top and bottom of the particle/ resulting in hydraulic lift, 
or it might be lateral impact of the fhttid, or it might be fricti 
ional drag on the surface of the particle. The impact theory 
seems to work for coarse sand (9»35-//-mffl-te 0.5 mm to 1 mm) and 
pebbles, but not for fine sand, which requires greater velocities 
than the calculated. The paths of the particles once set in 
motion do not appear to have been traced for w&ter, though 
Gilbert speaks of saltation. It takes water flowing at a bed
13.7
velocity of qeru cm per sec to set a particle of radius 0.3 to 
0.4 mm in diameter in motion, as against a wind velocity of 
for a corresponding sand grain. It is thought that frictinnal 
drag or hydraulic lift are more likely to cause small ©articles 
to be lifted than the lateral impact of the fluid. The total 
load transported or transportable does not appear to have been 
worked out for water, as Bagnold has done it for air. Bagnold 
assumed that hydraulic lift was responsible for the initial 
lifting of a grain in air.
It seems that Rubey is concerned with the force causing the 
initial uplift of a particle on a surface between land and water; 
Bagnold is concerned with the path of a grain once uplifted and 
the results of its impacts on other grains. Jeffreys and Taylor 
and the meteorologists on the other hand are concerned with a 
wide scale turbulence due to the flow over a solid surface, with 
great surface irregularities. The turbulence allowed for in 
Bagnolds calculations on the other hand is the very small scale 
one cuased by such small surface irregularities as sand grains 
themselves. It may well be that he overlooked the major varia­
tions in wind speed over wide areas, allowed for in the "turbulan 
theory of G-. I.Taylor, due to major chamges in the configuration 
of the ground, and that these are the cause of areas of smaller 
wind velocity and hence of sedimentation of dunes. Or possiblya 
recurrent slowing along the whole wind front due to turbulence 
might cause the areas of deposition known as transverse dunes; 
or a constant periodicity in the velocity along the wind front
over immense flat areas might cause the areas of deposition 
known as longitudinal dunes.
It seems likely that the initial lifting and the tractive 
force for particles of sand grain size in se water is currents 
rather than the actual oscillation of particles with the water 
particles in a wave orbit, except when on approaching a shallowing 
shore the waves of oscillation are replaced by waves of translation 
when these approach shallow enough it is likely that the effect is 
of an almost continuous forward current. Any movement induced in 
3and by water will be determined and governed by the interaction 
of a moving water surface over a sand surface.
Unconsfelidated
The/Surface Sediments of Moreton Bay. 
unconsolidated
The/surface sediments of Moreton Bay are those sediments now 
above Mean Low Water Mark, whether they have been deposited there 
during the present relative position of land and sea, or whether 
they owe their present position to a negative movement of sea-level.
Five groups fan be distinguished:-
1) A calcareous sand or gelt, with most of its particles of large 
diameter, above 2 mm.; the particles are detrltal, produced by the 
action of the waves on the calcareous skeletons of animals growing 
the fee Bay an corals, coralline algae, bryozoa, and shells of molluscs. 
Such a sand, sometimes very coarse, when it may be called a shell gri^ 
is found in its greatest purity on the beaches of Mud and Green Islands 
low islands in the west of the Bay. The position of these islands 
disallows contamination of the calcareous sand by muds and sands 
brought down by the Brisbane River, or by blown siliceous sands from 
the Ocean beaches; and since the islands consist of nothing but 
calcareous sands, their beach grits are not contaminated by siliceous
/ r  (tW ^ X
or muddy material derived from the erosion -of—the--~ts#ands- by the 
waves of the Bay. A simiar calcareous sand is fou^d on the beaches 
of St. Helena and King Islands, but in both of these places it has 
a considerable admixture of foreign matter -- small fragments of 
fcasalt on King Island, and siliceous material on St. Helena, derived 
from the erosion of the Country rock of Islands Wellington Point 
and St. Helena. On Peel and Goat Islands this shell grit is even 
more contaminated by much coarse silica sand derived from the erosion 
of the Mesozoic sandstones of these islands. On Bird Island it has 
a considerable admixture of silica sand of about 0.2 mm. in diameter, 
probably swept along from the tidal delta of the South Passage, in 
addition to larger grains derived from the G-oat Island sandstones.
The sands of both OGean and bay beaches of Moreton and Stradbroke 
Islands contain a considerable admixture of this calcareous detritus.
2) A wave-sorted sand of 0.2 mm. grain size; nearly all the
grains "being silica. This is found spreading over the banks
of the tidal delta
which dry at low water,/in the Rous Passage, to the south west of 
Moreton Island, and to the north west of Stradbroke Island. 14 
also forms the greatest part of the beach sands, ocean and bay, 
of Moreton and Stradbroke Islands. On the ocean beaches it has 
a considerable admixture of heavy minerals, sp. gr. about 4.
Its position suggests that this is the sand sorted and carried 
by the Ocean waees.
3) The aeolian sands of the moving shore-dunes and grassed 
dunes of Stradbroke and Moreton Islands. This is nearly all 
silica, about 80 to 9 0 % being abut 0.2 mm. in diameter. The source 
of this sand is obviously the ocean beaches.
4) The feurth fine siliceous sand, diamter 0.1 mm and less,
formig the low beaches on the low mud banks or islands off the
mouths of rivers in the Bay. This probably owes its position and
terrestrial
grade to the sorting action of the waves on the/material dropped 
off river mouths.
5) The mud, mostly argillaceous and partly organic, of the 
banks drying at low springs, and the low mangrove islets, o<fif the 
mouths of the Goomera, Pimpama, Albert and Brisbane Rivers
The nature and position of the unconsolidated surface sedi- 
mentsSf Moreton Bay are thus determined primarily by the nature 
and position of their sources, .Thus Borderin^he ocean are the 
0.2 mm. ocean-wave-sorted and aeolian sands. Bff the mouths of 
rivers are the muds and fine sands brought down from the land by 
rivers. Along the continental shores and the rocky island shores 
are the sands derived from shore-line weathering. All of these 
are contaminated by admixture with the ^ etni-ted skeletons of animals 
living in the Bay and Ocean, and these pure calcareous sands are 
found deposited by tidal currents and waves in those places where 
no other source is available.
The agents by which the grains of sediments are transferred
from the source to their place of deposition are water and wind, in
motion. In the mathematical consideration of this transference,
water and air in motion are both treated as fluids, and the laws of
hydrodynamics are applied. The motion is considered in three phases,
initiation, continuance, add cessation.
The Sedimentary Work of Water in Motion.
Both wave motion and current motion occur in water. Waves
entailing movement of water particles are of two tyoes, waves of
In
oscillation, and waves of translation./Waves of oscillation aause
circular,
the water particles move in spherieal orbits, andr very little work
Ls done e»the-graine ef the sea-floor, beyond-their arrangement in 
local neei Hatton rlpplee, waves of nscIrll Hti on aavlgg^ little or no
lateral-comport the diameter of the orbits and hence the velocity
of the water particles decreasing rapidly with depth, so that for
each additional 1/9 of the wave-length below the mid-height of the
surface wave, the diameter of the orbit is decreased by §•. Waves of
for waves of a given height & velocity 
oscillation develop perfectly only when the depth of the water/is
great enough to allow orbital diameter at the bottom to approach zero.
This is the type of wave generated by wind in the open sea.
gradually
As the wave of fcscillation passes into/shallowing water, it 
changes gradually to a wave of translation, the particles at first 
describing elliptical orbits, and later, when the true wave of trans 
lation is attained, alithe particles moving forward without any com- 
plemaatary backward movement. On a more steeply sloping floor, the 
wave of oscillation may break, the upper water which falls over be­
coming a wave of translation, while the lower part continues as an 
oscillatory wave. A wave of translation delivers twice as much energy 
at a shore as a wave of oscillation, for in the latter only the po­
tential energy goes forward with the wave, while in the latter the 
kinetic energy, which is equal to the potential energy, also goes 
forward with the wave.
The depth at which oscillatory waves break varies with the wind velocfc 
slope of bottom, smoothness of bottom and wave length.
The velocity of a wave of translation varies as the square of the 
depth of the water from the crest of the wave.
The Energy of a Wave delivered at a Shore will vary as ;-
1) the Dimensions of the wave, which depend on the depth of
water, the strength and duration of the wind froming them, 
and the length of fetch of open water.
2) the Inclination of the off-shore slope, and its configuration,
including the depth of water both near shore and further 
out, and the presence or absence ofshallows.
3) the Direction of the greatest stretch of open water.
the Direction of the prevailing wind
5) the Direction of the dominant storm winds
6) the Configuration of the shore, including the presence of head
lands which cause wave refraction, and the angle at which 
he waves meet the shore
7) Currents; those parallel to the direction of propagation of
the waves will assist; these opposite will hinder 
the waves h & M .
This energy will do work in the erosion of the shore line and sea 
floor, the trbhabobtation of the eroded material, and when the ener­
gy is spent, the transported material will be deposited. i
Waves may act on sea-floor and sea-front. It is generally
ocean
assumed that the limit at which/waves will move mud from the sea­
floor is about 100 fathoms, but unfortunately it is not known 
whether the waves observed acting at this depth were waves of 
oscillation or waves of translation.
VELOCITY CHARACTERS OF WIND.
There is turbulent motion in the surface layers of wind, due 
caused by the friction with the land or water over which the ait
passes. The effect of the turbulence diffuses upwards at all 
seasons, but especially in the summer, when the dynamical effect 
is exaggerated by the transference of heat from the ground to the 
air incontact with it. The region regarded as the "surface layers" 
i.e. that part of the wind with turbulent motion, has a thickness 
of from 1 to 2 kilometres in the winter half, and from 2 to 3 
kilometres in the summer half.
The speed of the wind varies with height over any given spot. 
The Meteorological Office gives the following over open grass land:- 
Height in m. 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 15 20 25 30
Ratio of v.
to that at 10m. .50 .50 p73 .80 .85 .89 1 . 0 1.07 1.13 1.17 1.20
Up to 500 m. there is an increase in velocity of winds, those 
of strong winds increasing more than those of weaker© winds.
For layers quite close to the ground, we get
The ratio of decrease appears to be independent of the magnitude 
of the velocity, but dependent upon the nature of the surface. When 
the ground is flat the projections being blades of grass or small 
plants the decrease is alsib independent of the direction of the 
wind, but in the case of ploughed fields or trenches, where fur­
rows run in one direction only, the direction of the wind will
make a difference. The velocity gradient varies^ith the atmos-
Ratio of v. to v
over grass 1-6" high —  —  .65 .86 1.00
.
at 6 ft. over cropped gr. 2§" high .71 .87 1.00
over pond with small waves .82 .90 1.00
3
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pheric pressure and with the cloudiness or clearness of the day.
Gustiness is a characteristic of surface winds, and appears 
to he increased by the irregularities of the surface. Wind 
records show a series of rapid alternations in velocity, and in 
the lateral and vertical directions. The number in a given time 
and the range of consecutive fluctuations which make up these 
alternations are quite irregular. These alternations make up the 
gustiness. There are variations in velocity which occupy a 
longer period, and are called squalls. Gustiness is the direct 
result of the eddy?motion or turbulence due to the obstacles 
which are presented to the direct flow of the air by the surface 
and its irregularities, the eddies being more pronounced the great­
er the resistance presented by the obstacles. When the surface is 
nearly flat, as over the sea or a flat spit of land, the turbulence 
is less marked. G.I.Taylor has carried the theory of eddy-motion 
so far as to show hat there is a direct numericalrelation between 
the mean variation in the horizontal direction of the wind and that 
in its speed. He has, moreover, obtained evidence to show that the
Napier Shaw 1919. Manual of Meteorology Pt.IV. Cambridge Uni. Press 
(Physics Library 551*5/12)
effect of the turbul
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